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Abstract 
Four types of biased estimators of the k x I co&Kent vector in the linear regression 
model are considered: ( I ) the nlitlimum-vari;~ncc conditionally unbiased afine estimator 
subject to I* < db: independent linear restrictions; (2) the “blown-up” aggrcgativc esti- 
mator obtained by partitioning the independent variables into 1 groups,, rcplucmg the l< 
independent variables by ! linear combinrltions of them. and “blowing up” the rcsrllting 
I x I estini;Uor into ii k x I estimator of the original coctiicicnt \cctor (a common 
procedure in econometrics); (3) a gcncralization of the Marquardt procedure of re- 
placing the II x k observation matrix by its best approximation (in terms of the E’ro- 
beniws norm) by an II x k matrix of rcduccd rank I, and taking the generalized inverse of 
this matrix; (4) 11 generalization of the ridge estimator involving ai a;7proxiniative iineai 
restriction. It is shown that procedures ( l)--(3) are formally equivalent; e.g., procedure 
(2) may be considered either as equivalent to estimation subject to a set of I* = k - I 
linear restrictions on the coefficient vector, or as equivalent to projecting the 11 x k 
observation matrix to an II x k matrix of reduced rank. I, and taking its generalized 
inverse. A comparison of these three procedures is made with procedure (4): some 
sufficient conditions are obtained under which the matrix mean-square error of csti- 
mator ( 1) is lower than the corresponding generalized ridge estimator obtained by 
procedure (4). 0 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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In this paper I consider some biased estimators of the k x 1 vector /j in the 
regression model 
where X is an 17 x k matrix (of rank k) of tI observations on k mdependent 
variables and _Y an 11 x 1 vector of observations on a dependent variable. Q is 
E{ I:} = 0. Var{r;} = 0’52. (1.1) 
assumed positive definite. The Gauss-Markoff (generalized least-squares) es- 
timator of /I will be denoted 
/j = Xi)’ where Xi == (X’Q ‘X) ‘A% ‘. (1.2) 
The biased estimators to be considered are: 
(a) the nlinimum-variatlce conditionally unbiased atine estimator of 1’ sub- 
ject to I* independent linear restrictions (Section 2); 
(b) the “blown-up aggregative estimator” (Section 3); 
(c) the generalized Marquardt (reduced-rank) estimator (Section 4): and 
(d) the ??gpeneralized ridge estimator’. (developed in Section 5, analyzed in 
Section 6). 
I shrill be concerned with conditions under which these four estimators have 
lower mean-square error (in the matrix sense) than the generalized least- 
squares estimator j. I shall Ao show the formal equivalence of estimators (a), 
(b). unti (c), d in Section 7 compare the merin-squilre errors of (a) and (d). 
The matrix nican-square crroi , or risk, of any 1ine;ir estimator A.Y of /j, is 
defined iis 
(1.3) 
where the prime denotes transposition. 
The relation bctwcen ;mv two square matrices .-1 rind B, denoted A 3 B. 
means that .I-‘( .4 _p B).v 3 0 kr all .Y. This is the Liiwner [ 171 ordering: it is 
transitive (.+I + B and B > C’ imply .&I $ C’). and is antisymmctric (,-I + B and 
B 9 A imply ,-I = B) provided A and B arc symmetric (cf. [4]). 
We shall make use of the following results (cf. [4]). 
Gcvwrwlizec~ rmrtrix Cwdt v-&A wut=z impralit 19. If V is any It x M positive- 
definite symmetric matrix, and A and X’ are k x ;I matrices, X being of rank k, 
then 
AVA’ 3 AX(X’V-‘X)-k’.& (1 4) . 
eqllality holding if and only if 
A = AX(X’V-‘X)-k? -‘. (1 5) . 
We shall also make use of the singular-value decomposition of a matrix [ 121. 
Siizcprr~~r~-~~crlt(t~ ck)c orttpc’sition. Let X be any II x k matrix, and define 
nt = min(n. k). Then there exists an /I x tt orthogonA?:xdtrix Q, a k x k or- 
thogonal matrix P, and an jt x k diagonal- matrix D, with diagonal elements 
S’ 2.~2 > ?? *a 2 s,,, 2 0 (the singular va ues of X)), such that 
X = QDP’. (1 6) . 
These singular values are unique. 
Here, a rectangular diagonal matrix D means an tt x k matrix whose entries 
d’,, are zero for i # j. Since in the sequel we shall deal only with tt x k matrices 
A’ where It > k. the singular-value decomposition of .Y may bc written 
A- = [Ql: Q21 P’ = Q’SP’. (1.7) 
where Q = [Q’: 021 is a partition of Q into its first k and last tt -- k columns, 
and 
s 
19 = [I 0 
is :I partition of the it x k matrix D into the k Y k diagonal matrix S of singular 
ues, and an (It - k) x k zero matrix. 
nition E.1. The Frobenius norm of an It x k matrix X is defined as 
lpyl = Jt-. (1.8) 
It is equal to the square root of the sum of squares of a?! the elements of A’. 
IS’X and i? are two n x k matrices, we define the Frobcnitr,s disttrrtw between 
X arid 2 as the Frobenius norm of their difference, i.e., &X - 2) I* 
The following is shown in [7]. 
Linear restrictions 
The mitlirl~um-varialcc conditionAl\ unbiased attine estimator of /b subicct 
t IIC I- independent linear restrict i& 
. 
(2.1) 
/j z ( 1 -- y’” y’ )/j -f- ‘I/’ 3 \j*hcrc 
‘I” ; z.z (,Y’Q I.\‘) ’ ‘I” Ir/(,V’Q- i ,V) ’ y’j ’ (2.2) 
is the oblique generulizcd inverse of 4!j with rescect to L: L= (X’S2 ‘A’) ’ and 
I” = I (cf. [S]). ‘The matrix mean-square error, or risk, of the unbiased estimator 
j of Eq. ( 1.2) is simply its wriance. n;m~clv . 
The deviation of the restricted generalized least-squares estimator (2.2) from 
the “true value” /j is 
j - fl = (/ - YIY)X’i: - Y’(Yy - x). 
hence the mean-square error of j is 
Risk b = o’(l - YiY)X’QX”(/ - Y’Y”) + Yi( Y/I - r)(Y/I - x)‘Yi’. 
(2.4) 
Observing that the matrix Y’Y is idempoient and that the matri.u 
Y’Y(X’P “v) -’ is symmetric. Eq. (2.4) becomes 
Risk j = c’(X’Q- ‘A’) - ’ _ fiz y: ,v(X’Q - ‘,Y) ‘.Yh#l” 
+ Y’( Y/j - x)( Y/i - x)‘YL’. (2.5) 
Thus. the difference between these mean-square errors (2.3) and (2.5) is 
We now inquire into the conditions under which the matrix (2.6) is positive 
semi-definite. so that imposition of the set of linear restrictions (2.1) will result 
in a reduction in mean-square error of the estimator, even if the restrictions 
(2.1) are not in them&es “true.” 
This subject was first invcstigatcd by Tc9ro-Vizc;\rrc9ndo and W;lllace [29]. 
using II scalar detinition of mciin-square error - the traces ~91‘ the expressions 
(2.3) and (2.4). The following thoorcm gcncralizcs their main result to the cast 
of the matrix definition. 
First we note that when 1’ w . iv (X/l, 032). the appropriate F-statistic fc9r 
testing the hypothesis Y/I = 2 is 
(Y-p - ;c)'[Y'(.Y'sz ‘X) ’ Y’] ’ (Yjj - =()/I’ ry F( 
--- 
(j’ -- ,Uij)‘sz ’ (_r - A$/ (II - k) 
I’.t - ‘:I. . 
, x . , (2.7) 
where 
(Y/i - x)‘[Y(Xln “v) ’ Y’] ’ (Yj/l - x) j. ‘I- - 
CT 
(2.8) 
is the r~oncentrality parameter. which is zero under the null hg9~9thesis 
Eq. (2.11. ’ 
Proof. The necessary ancl sufficient condition is evident from Eq. (2.6). as Y$ 
has full co!umn rank. It is desired to show that it 1. & i. the matrix (2.6) is 
nonnegative definite, and positive semi-definite so long as 10 2 2. It is clearly 
enou;_$ to show that this is rrue of the matrix in braces in Eq. (2.6). Now from 
the generalized matrix Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, setting A = I,., 
I’ = Y(X’Q?X)w ’ Y’, and X = Y/j - X, we have 
Y(X’W’X) -’ Y’ + (‘fyi - 2){ (Y/j - r)‘[Y(X’R-1X) -’ Y’]_‘( Y/l - x)} -’ 
(‘P/j - 2)’ (2.9) 
Z i. ‘0 :( ‘P/j - 3!)( ‘Iv/{ - 2)‘. 
where use is made of Eq. (2.8) in the last equality. Since the matrix 
‘P(A”S2 ‘A’) “I” on ths left :e 111 inequality (2.9) has rank I*, and the matrix 
(‘V/i -- r)( Y/i -- 2)’ cm the right has rank I, it is impossible for equality to hold 
in (2.9) unless I* == I: WI the otilor hand. it is immediate that equality holds 
~iutomatically in (2.9) if I* =: I. Thus, the inequality is strict if and only if I* 3 2. 
Ifi. ’ I, it then follows immediately from (2.9) that t.1~ 
nonnegative definite. and positive semi-definite if I’ Z3 2. 
It follows that one can :.rse the noncentral F-statistic (2.7) to test the null 
hypothesis i. = 1 against the alternative hypothesis i. > 1. by determining the 
critical point at significance level 0 so that the probability that K. ), A > K..,, 4 (0) 
is equal to 0 when j. = 1. This is the test proposed by Toro-Vizoarrondo and 
WullXe [29]. 
3. Aggregation and duality 
In economic applications (cf. [25,18,143) one often replaces the model ( I .I ) 
bv an aggregativc one s- 
where CF is a k x I matrix of rank I < k -- usually a “grouping matrix” con- 
taining exactly one nonzero (usually positive) entry in each row -- and /Y is an 
I x 1 parameter vector (cf. [5]). In order for the model (3.1 ) to be consistent 
with the model ( 1.1 ) (i.e.. for “perfect aggregation” to hold) or13 must have 
X@/1’ = X/j for all X. i.e.. 
Let cf, be any weak gcncralizcd inverse of (D, i.e., any I x k matrix such that 
@@ @ = @ (cf. [22]): then. in accordance with Penrose’s [21] solvability theo- 
rem. a solution. I,“, to Eq. (3.3) exists if and only if 
p = @(P /L (3.3) 
i.e.. if and only if /j is its own projection on an I-dimmsion;~l subspace defined 
by the idernpotent matrix CD@ . 
The investigator will choose as esfimtor of /i’ in Eq. (3.1 ) the G~~LISS 
Markoff estimator appropriate to the model (3. I ). nmcly 
(3.4) 
The corresponding estimator of /i in Eel. ( I. 1 ) is then obtained by “blowing c 
up” the cstirmtor (3.4) to obtain 
/j zz clr,h’ z (I,( C-q{] iaV(/l) ’ q/y<) ’ \’ (3.5) 
Since (I, is by assumption k x I of rank 1. there mists ;m I* x li nl;tt rix ‘1’ o1 
rank I* = k - i such that V@ -x 0. Defining ‘1” as in Eq. (3.2). it follows tlr;it 
cti’ Y’! = 0 as well. Therefore the nmtricc‘s WP! and Y V arc’ mutually orthog- 
onal k x k idcnlpotcnt matrices of ranks I ;rnd I+ rapa%4y. htmcc their sum is 
an idmpotent k Y k matrix of rank I t I- -y k. which is the identity matrix. 
Therefore Eq. (3.7) mv bc written * 
i.e., /i is the estimator subject to the linear restriction Y/1 -- 0. (The duality 
betweal homogeneous restrictions V/i -- O on parmnctcrs ;ml ti.;~lls!i,rln;ltions 
of variables A’# = A”’ was ;.\lrcaLy noted by Wilks [31]. pp. 171 172.) 
WC now show that iii the cat 4-A. ;i gcntml honiogtm~~~s 1inc;ir restriction 
If’/) --T 0, ostimtion subject to such ;I linear rmtrictiou is ccluivala~t to replacing 
the obsemition matrix A’ by the reduccd-mnk. matrix Xi/ - ‘1” V] - A’@~l,~ md 
taking an appropriate gtmmlizcd inverse o!’ this reduced-rank matrix. 
Proof. First we verify property (i): 
X(I - YW)l(I - YfY)X-sIX(I - Y9) =X(I - tpy). 
Next. property (iii) with respect to Q: 
.Y(I - Y’Y)I(I - Y'Y)x"p = .Y(I - Y’;Y).Y’R. 
which is symmetric, since XX%2 is symmetric from Eq. ( 1.2) and A’ Yi YA?Q is 
symmetric from Eqs. ( 2.2) and ( I.?). Properties (ii) and (iv) follow similarly. III 
Thus, a homogeneous hnear restriction on the parameter vector /j may be 
regarded as equivalent to a parkular form of rank reduction of the matrix X. 
4. Rank reduction 
It was proposed by Marquardt [ 191 - with respect to the regression model 
( i. I ) in rhc special cw f2 = I _ that when the observation matrix A’ is ill- 
conditioned (as defintzd by its wtrdi!ion number the ratio of its highest to its 
lowest positive sinyulur value), cm CM obtain an estimator of /i in this re- 
gwssion tnodol which bus Iwvcr scular nrem-square error than that of the leust- 
squms cstinwtor by finding the best ~1~9prc’xit~l~ttioil to ,Y by ;I matrix Xi, of 
rank I balk. trnd then rcplxing the least-squares estimator j = .V_v by the es- 
timator /r = X’,‘,, 1’. . The t hcory behind this procedure - atid a generalization - 
will be developed in this section. 
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Proof. We denote the partitiolaed matrices 
(4.3) 
where SI atad 
Then 
S’z are diagonal matrices of orders / x I and I* x I’, respectively. 
while 
and these are the sanae. This establishes (4.1). Likewise. 
whi!e 
;nad these ilre the same, establishing (3.2). D 
Thus, ita tlae spcci;ll c:i\sc Q = I, the cstiraatitot 
(4.4) 
obtained from Eq. (4.2) will be recogaized as being tlae mlnllnuna-varl;tnce 
unbiased af-tine estimated of /I subject to the linear restriction P:/j I= 0 (see 
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)). 
In order to pur~ucr Mtirquardt’s result in the general case Var{r:} = a%!, and 
in terms of the matrix concept of mean-square error, it is clear th;tt we will 
want to employ km estimator that is ;.m oblique generalized inverse of a re- 
duced-rank matrix with respect to Q. Tlais may be accomplished by premulti- 
plying the variables 1’. A’. and d: in Eq. ( 1.1) by 52 I ‘. where Q’ ’ is a symmetric 
square root of Q. ’ !;a terms of the new vari;lblcs 
for wlaich Var{ i} = 09, we majj define 
(4.6) 
We tnay verify Eq. (4.6). where A” is from Eq. ( I.?). This tr~tnsf~~rnlation of 
variables amounts to replacing the Frobeniw norm I/A’1 / of Definition I. 1 by 
the C&norm ( 1.10). In terms of this norm the “best a~pr~~xim~ttion” of the 
matrix x” = Q’ %’ by an II x k matrix of rank I is then 
whcrc 
we verify that A.1 is the oblique gcncralizcd inverse of.\‘, with rcspcct to Ci = I 
and I’ = Q. 
The following gcncrulization of Marquardt’s [ 191 theorem is an immediate 
conscqltcncc of Thcorcm 2.1. 
is tlrtrt 
(4.1 I) 
65 
of the estimator (4.10). 
and thus of their difference, 
Risk 13 - Risk j;, = u~P~[S;’ - (T -‘fi/!/YP~]e. (4.13) 
which is nonnegative definite if and only if inequality (4.1 I ) holds. 
From the generalized matrix Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, substituting I,. for 
‘4, 3;’ for V, and pi/j for X, we have 
s, 2 3 P;/~(p’AS’P:p)- ‘P# = i.’ ‘0- ‘P’/I/I’P’. - 2 _ 
verifying that if inequality (4.12) holds, inequality (4.11) follows. 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
roof, Applying the matrix Cauchy -.Scltwarz inequality ( I .4) for ,4 = I’ = I,. 
and .1)(’ = Pi/l WC obtain 
I,. + ,‘:/I( /I’P,I=?/I) ’ Il’&. or ( /I’P2rj:/l)l,. 3 P:/j/tP?. (4.17) ., 
Assuming inequality (4.15) to hold it follows that 
s, .? g?= ,$ “, I,. 3 (T ?( p’AP:p,/,. 3 ci ‘P$/G”. - - 
i.e., inequality (4.1 1) holds. Since I - &pi = P,P; 3 0. /M_&/~ 2 /I/I, hence 
inequality (4.15) follows from inequality (4.16) Cl 
We m;ly note that condition (4.15) is stronger than, since it implies, con- 
dition (4.12): for St =$ .$!, , I, from the definition of $. hence inequality (4.15) 
implies 
While the still stronger condition (4.16) has the advantage of not requiring 
computation of &, condition (4.13) has the advantage that it can be tejied from 
the data (provided of course I: is normally distributed), since i. is the noncen- 
trality parameter of the noncentral F-distribution used for testing the null hy- 
pothesis i, = 1 (e/j = 0) against the alternative hypothesis E. > 1 (@ # 0). 
Let us now consider Marquardt’s criterion. Marquardt used a &alar crite- 
rion of mean-square error, equal to the trace of the matrix measure used here. 
if an estimator & has lower matrix-mean-square error than j, this means that 
a~11 c*orrz~~on~zr_ of /$,: has lower mean-square error than the corresponding 
component of /J. With the scalar definition, this need not be the case; some 
components could have lower, others higher, mean-square error; only an av- 
erage of them has lower mean-square error. It is to be expected, then, that the 
matrix definition requires more stringent conditions. Taking the trace of both 
sides of inequality (4.11) we obtain 
(4.18) 
This is clearly a much weaker condition than condition (4.15); Marquardt ([ 191, 
p. 601) actually specified the somewhat more stringent condition 
I 
P /I A 1 -< (T2 c Yi* I I.1 s; 
(4.19) 
which implies conditions (4.18). Clearly. conditions (4.15) and (4.16) imply 
conditions (4.18) and (4.19). respectively. Moreover, Marquardt’s condition 
has a curious interpreiation: if the inequality is satisfied for some / < k, then it 
is satisf‘lud for any I’ < I: in particular, if it is satisfied for / I= k - 1, then it is 
also satisfied for I = 1. Thus it provides no guide for cl~oosmg the appropriate 
rank, 1. On the other hand, condition (4.16). or better still condition (4.13, 
provides just such a guide. 
5. A generalized ridge estimator 
In this section I consider a modification of tho model ( 1.1) and (2.1) in- 
troduced by Theil and Goldberger [27] in which the set of linear restrictions 
(2.1) is replaced by a set of lflz(*ortaiil inear restrictions 
(5.1) 
where 0 is an I* x I’ symmetric positive-definite matrix. Here, II is tl random 
variable with mean ‘Y/j. but (as is the case with ~1) this symbol will also stand for 
the realization of the random variable in a particular (possibly subjective) 
“sample.” We alsc9 specify 
E( a/‘} = 0 P*2) 
i.e., that the two “sources of information” are uncorrolated. See also Ref. [26]. 
An analogous procedure was employed by Durbin [lo] for the purpose of 
pooling cross-section and time-series data. 
Putting the model ( I. 1). (5.1), and (5.2) together we may. following [27]. 
write it in the form of a single linear regression model 
[-j -- [;],i+ [;I. E[;] 1 [;I. E[:]][;]'= [“; rltOl_ 
(5 3) . 
The matrices 52 and 0 may be regarded as “known”. The principal problem 
associated with this model is. however. that the ratio of variances 
1 
p2 = ; (5 ic) . 
is not generally known. 
If $ is, tentatively, g iv/en, then the minimum-variance unbiased affine esti- 
mator of /I in Eq. (5.3) is 
(5.5) 
This will be described as the gcmwlixd r*i&c cstirratr/or*. When /I rather than 3c 
is interpreted as a rmdom vuriable unwrrclatcd with a:, it reduces to the Baycs 
“estimator” of /I (the posterior mean. or wide-sense conditional tman of /I 
givw .I*), when ‘I/ = IA and when x and t10 arc interpreted as the prior mean 
and wriuncc of /I, rcspectivcly (cf. [J]). In the special kxsc ‘1’ -= Ix. Q == @ = IA, 
and 3c = 0, formula (5.5) reduces to the famous “ridge estimator” 
/i(,,“) = (XX -I- $I) ‘S’,’ . (5.U 
of [ 15,161. Estimators similar to Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) had previously been in- 
troduced by Aitken ([I], pp. 144- 146) and Bellman ct al. ([I.!]; [3], pp. 138 - 139). 
“The main problem at issue in ridge regression is that of the appropriate choice 
+a* 6 Some of the properties of the generalized ridge estimator (5.5) will bc 
dkscrbecil in Section 6. although without retaining the particular hypotheses 
(5.1) (5.2) employed to derive it in this section. 
6. Properties of the generalize ridge estimator 
The deviation of the generalized ridge estimator (5.5) from the “true” value 
/1’ to be estimated (which in this section will be assumed to be fixed but un- 
known) is 
p(g) - p = [X’Q-‘x + l)“f”o--‘Y]-‘[x’~.-‘I: - +f”@’ ‘(‘fyi - x)]. 
Accordingly, the mean-square error of /?(,I’) is (noting that /j and 3c are now 
being treated as fixed) 
Risk j(p2) =a’C--‘[X’R-‘X + cr-2yJY”o ‘(Y/j - X)(Y/j - $0 ‘V]C-’ 
(6.1) 
(compare [28] for the case (5.6)) where 
c = x’sz-‘x + pwo-’ Y. (6.2) 
Subtracting Eq. (6.1) from the mean-square error (2.3) of h we obtain. as a 
necessary and sufficient condition_ for the matrix mean-square error of fi($) to 
be less than or equal to that of /L the condition 
&/I ‘C[Risk fi - Risk p($)]C = 2,) ‘Y’O ’ Y 
-t- ‘PO ’ { Y(X’Q ‘X) ’ 'f" - c ?( Y/i - x)( ‘f//l - r)‘)cT ’ Y g= 0. (6.3) 
Now, the term 2p 2 VW ’ ‘I/ is positive definite so long as ,)2 > 0 and rank 
‘1’ zz. 10, hence under these conditions a sufficient condition for the mean-square 
error of @) to be strict34 less than that of h is that the term in braces in 
expression (6.3) be nonnegative definite. But this is precisely the same 21s the 
matrix in braces appearing in Eq. (2.6). and the result of Theorem 2.1 imme- 
diately applies. (With regard to the I-hxl --Ktmurd c’stinwtw (56) the rd;;tiotl 
of this probfm to tlru “Pow-W;rllax rc’sult was notd by Fmdm~tlrer [ 131). We 
t hcrctbre have: 
The condition i. < 1 of Theorem 6.1 is clearly not necessary. To obtain a 
weaker condition. let the matrix (6.3) be written in the following form: 
$r ‘y”@” “f/ -+- ‘P’@. ’ [ Vl(,Y’Q ‘,V) ’ Y' =- i. ” ‘0 ‘( Y/l .- 2)( Y'/i - X)‘]@ “I’ 
4” ( i. ’ -- I )tT V@ ’ ( ‘f’/i - x)( ‘f’/l - x)‘@ ’ YC 
(6.4) 
The portion in brackets is nonnegative definite, as shown in inequality (2.9). 
A weaker suficient condition for Risk /i(,,‘) < Risk j is then given by 
(6.7) 
@ - \’ ’ fl ‘( y/j - x)( ‘r’/: - 2)’ _1- 1 I \’’ t ? 1’2 (;_ ’ -- 1 )(T 2 1 x ( tf’/s -_ x)( ‘f’/j - 1)‘. (6.8) 
(6.1 I) 
(fx!) 
of Theorem 6.2, since the conclusion of the theorem holds automatically 
(without the need to restrict p’ by inequality (6.13) or set a bound (6.1 I ) on V) if 
0 < i,6 1. 
7. Comparison of restrict4 and generalized ridge estimators 
From the expressions (2.5) and (6.1) for the matrix mean-square errors of 
the restricted and generalized ridge estimators (2.2) and (5.5) we obtain the 
following expression for their difference: 
where 
q. i7.1) must go to zero as I+ + X. Thus it seems plausible that there 
should exisl 11: > 0 such that Risk fi(,)‘) += Risk j. 
roof. Let us define 
p(p2) = 
( ‘r’p - x)‘( I,. + ,.+.J)‘[ ‘f’(S’i2 ‘A’) ’ ‘I” ’ (I,. -+- p’.J)( ‘f’/S - x) 
& 
. (7.3) 
Then by a now familiar argument we have 
so a sufficient condition for W($). and therefore the matrix (7.1), to be non- 
negative definite is that /l(i)‘) < 1. Now Ey. (7.3) may be written as a quadratic 
polynomial in $: 
where 
. 
j-3 = 
(Y/i - r)‘J’[Y(S’i-2 9) ’ Y’] ‘J( Y/j - 2) 
&I 
. 
i.’ = 
2(Y/l- x)‘O-‘(Y/i - 2) 
t-6 
9 (7-W 
j*,, ( v’l,’ - r)'[Y'(X'Q ‘X) ’ Y"] ‘(Y/l - 2) 
I Z-Z 
(6 
i.. 
(1) If ;“,,(== ;.) < 1, then the sequetlce of coeflkients of the polynomial 
jc(p:) - 1 has exactly one change of sign. hence ,@) - 1 has exactly one 
positive zero, by Descartes’ Rule of Signs (cf.. for example. [JO], pp. 121- 12.3): 
Eq. (7.1). is nonnegative delinitc 
the polynomial ~c( 1’ ) -- 1 has 110 
Signs, jl($) - 1 has 110 posit kc 
(2) If k$ 2 1, the sequence of cocHkicn ts ot 
changes of sign. hence by Descartes Rule 01 
zeros; consequently. r(~( $ ) > 1 for I+ b 0. From the matrix Cauchy Schwarz 
inequality we have 
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